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The camp for two days was organized at Lord
Jaganath College of Engineering and Technology. We
reached the longing destination by 8.45am and we
were welcomed by the staffs. This enriched me with
more interest to attend the camp. Introductory meeting
was held and then we to plant saplings .Each team
planted a sapling guided by District Forest Officer
Shri V. Sundar Raju. As I was the team leader I was
able to plant a sapling. His guidance in that tree
planting location made me feel that even tree planting
was a great ceremony. It made me feel that I am a
special student who is able to plant a tree amidst of
great personalities. Then we gathered for the inaugural
function presided by Dr James R.Daniel. Welcome
speech was given by Dr T. Sasi Kumar and
introductory speech was given by Mr.Mullanchery M.
Velaian. Dr Robert Singh felicitated the gathering and
Dr James R.Daniel gave a general talk. He in his
speech told us about Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr A.P.J
Abdul Kalam. Among his speech I remember about the best book written by Dr A.P.J
Abdul Kalam “The Ignited Minds”. He told us about this book in such a way that one
will never forget about this book . Our (DFO) V. Sundar Raju gave us a talk on amount
of forest cover in K.K District and also about its present
condition. His speech made me feel that as a young
scientist I must take some steps to protect forest cover in
my district.
Second session was organized by Blue Team . As I was
the organizer I felt
that it was my
ultimate duty to make
second session a grant success. In this session each
team had a team meet guided by each teams Scientist
, coordinator , consultants, guide teachers. During
this team meet I was able to interact with great
personalities and thus my fear of taking with other
peoples reduced and I was able to share my views
confidently among each other.
Then Er P Palvanan and Dr Arul Prakash accompanied the session. Er P. Palvanan gave
a speech on Global Warming .Through his speech I under stood clearly that Global

Warning is a Global Warning. Then Dr Arul Prakash
shared his views on Guidence and Counseling. His
speech was completely printed in my mind.
By 6;00 PM third session started. Scientist Ingersol gave
a presentation on “Water”.He showed us several
presentation on water scarcity .Important thing that
struck my mind was that several cities draw water from
far away areas like Chennai which gets water from
235km away and Delhi gets water from 500Km away. We had dinner break. Cultural
programs were conducted .This Cultural programs enabled me a lot to express my inner
talents to all. Then by 10:30 we went to bed. I was so worried because that wonder full
day from where I had acquired a lot of information had come to and end. I was
anxiously waiting for the second day as I thought it would be more wonder full and
auspicious than the first day.
On the next day 14th Novemember , we had our Yogic exercise taught by Shri Sathish
Kumar. By morning when I woke I was bit tired but after doing the exercise I felt myself
refreshed. Then we visited the surrounding site of at Lord
Jaganath College of Engineering and Technology ,we saw a
temple of Lord Krishna which was so beautifully carved
.From the temple I understood that even in this
industrialized world there are people who give importance
for traditional culture .Then we saw several hills
surrounded on all sides .For a moment I was wonder stuck
by the beautiful nature . During that hour I just remembered
these lines “Calm is all nature as a resting wheel and the
kine are couched upon the dewy grass”. one important thing I realized during that
moment was check dams can be built around the mountains which will save water
without disturbing the natural beauty. We had a small gathering in which we spoke about
our morning visit. After our break fast we assembled in the hall.
Mr. Muthu Sr. Scientist Rtd., ISRO gave us an idea of
purifying water using solar energy. His speech insisted me
to find some device on his topic with the help of my
group. On this special day Mr. Johnson gave us a talk
about Nehru. Then we visited Aeronautical lab, followed
by electronic and computer lab. I had a feeling of being in
a new world amidst the scientific and electronic
equipment. During noon we heard a lecture on Time
Management by Shri. Robert Kumar. Shri. A. benzihar Rajan, Scientist, LPSC/ISRO
gave a nice presentation about wetland. By the end we submitted our team report and left
the college by evening when “the tide recedes, but leaves behind bright . I went home
with new friends and a life full of new experience, longing for the next camp.
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